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The Fortress Solution delivers holistic visibility into
emerging risks throughout your connected asset
ecosystem. It’s a tool-agnostic platform converging
three complementary solutions for Third Party Vendor Risk
Management (TPRM), Vulnerability Risk Management
(VRM) and Operational Technology Risk (OTR).

Here is a closer look at how the OTR component of the Fortress Solution
supports your organization.
The Challenge
As companies increasingly rely on digitization, their emerging cyber
risk exposure spikes exponentially around a growing ecosystem of
connected assets. The stakes are highest in Operational Technology
settings, where the cost of failure goes beyond just data or profitability
— OT breakdowns can cost lives or create major business, or even major
societal, disruptions. Rigorous uptime demands and embedded IoT
systems pose extra challenges for digital security and risk management.
The Fortress Approach on OTR
Fortress security architects are experts in Operational Technologies
that feature high demands around resilience, regulation and five nines
reliability. You can’t be a generalist when your job is to manage emerging
risks that impact specific industries in unique ways. That’s why Fortress
team members are top leaders in both cyber security and the missioncritical industries where cyber security matters most. The Fortress OTR
Solution delivers the power and expertise for holistic visibility across
complex, purpose-built critical infrastructure ecosystems.
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Risk Management Built for the Demanding World of OT
Because the Fortress OT solution is technology agnostic, it integrates via API with all the major OT security
vendors to guard against OT risks with powerful capabilities, including:

OT Security Monitoring

Continuous Monitoring

OT Process Automation (workflows, business rules & other)

Vulnerability Incident Response

Supply Chain Security

Threat & Attack Surface Modeling

Real-time Reporting

OT Security Risk Management

Vendor Assessments

Findings Management

Remediation

Reporting & Analytics

Contract Review

Improved coordination & collaboration with
external teams

Compliance Reporting

Governance

Advisory and Managed Services
Fortress experts understand that IT-centric strategies are doomed to fail in critical infrastructure settings,
and our advisory services deliver gap analysis and other project-oriented consulting tailored specifically for
the demanding world of OT and critical infrastructure. Our team members have advanced, industry-specific
credentials in critical infrastructure, energy, manufacturing, land and sea transportation logistics, healthcare,
military and government.
Once we implement your solution, a powerful suite of OTR managed services supports day-to-day
identification and mitigation of risk in embedded systems, IIoT and other common OT components.
Talk to Fortress Today
Contact Fortress for new levels of visibility and actionable insights on managing organizational vulnerabilities
so you can get a unified view of all assets and risks — prioritized for better clarity, speed and insight as you
analyze, correlate and erase vulnerabilities and risks across your entire digital ecosystem.
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